
MURPHY BEDS
T H E  C L O S E T  W O R K S  I N C .

GET MORE USE OUT OF
ANY ROOM
A murphy bed creates a flexible and dual-purpose space

that easily transitions to and from a comfortable sleeping

area quickly. The bed is hidden within a cabinet and can

pull down when needed. Guests will have a comfortable

sleeping space rather than rest on an uncomfortable

pull-out sofa or air mattress. 

DESIGN OPTIONS & IDEAS

Wall beds utilize standard single, twin, full or queen size

mattresses with a frame and come in vertical or horizontal

configurations, These pull down beds can be used effectively

in almost any space, whether it be in a living room, home office,

library, wall unit or even a craft room!

FEATURES & BENEFITS

You can select the size of the actual bed you want to install

– i.e. twin, full or queen

Storage isn't an issue when you expand the scope of your

project with adjoining cabinets and shelving 

Depending on the layout of the space you're working with

and bed you select, you can store the bed vertically or

horizontally

Create a dual-purpose space in your home office, craft

room or elsewhere - wherever you choose to put it, you'll

have a ready-to-use guest room whenever you need it

When compared to other options, like an air mattress, futon

or pull-out sofa, the murphy bed is easy to set up and put

away

You can customize it to your exact specifications in order to

match your décor and taste. 

Choose from over 90 different finish, style, color and texture

options while working with one of our space optimization

specialists, a.k.a. designers

https://www.closetworksinc.com/finishing-touches/
https://www.closetworksinc.com/online-showroom/color-palette/


IDEAS & STYLES

Connect with us on social!

MURPHY BEDS
T H E  C L O S E T  W O R K S  I N C .

PANEL MURPHY BED

No guest room, no problem! This panel bed is vertically

stored and can be pulled down when needed for a bedroom.

You can also keep it vertically stored in a cabinet in your

home office space when it's not in use.   

WALL UNIT WITH BIFOLD DOORS

Make use of an entire wall with a cabinet that utilizes bifold

doors to conceal a pull-down single bed. Deep drawers in

the cabinets surrounding the bed are large enough to store

additional items like pillows and blankets.

BOOKCASE WITH PIVOTING DOORS

This small bookcase packs a big punch with doors that

smoothly swing open to reveal a single bed. There is no need

to remove any items from the shelves. Easily transition from a

bookcase to a cozy sleeping area.

CRAFT ROOM SURPRISE

Whether you're having overnight guests or the kids are

coming home from college, you can create a flexible dual-

use space. Even a craft room can be easily transitioned into a

comfortable sleeping room when you do not have an

additional guest room.

https://instagram.com/closetworksinc
https://twitter.com/inc_closet
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Closet-Works-Inc/56406143545
https://instagram.com/closetworksinc
https://twitter.com/inc_closet
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Closet-Works-Inc/56406143545


Q: Is a mattress included?

No, the mattress should be purchased separately so you have the perfect mattress for your comfort. We ask that it

is present the day of installation so that the tension of the spring system may be adjusted appropriately.

 

Q: Would I need to purchase a box spring?

No, the wooden slats on the Next Bed and panel on the Alpha Bed replace the need for a box spring.

 

Q: What care or maintenance is needed?

There is no maintenance needed for the bed frame or mechanism. The only suggestion is to regularly rotate your

mattress for balance and comfort.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

5 Out of 5 Stars – What a difference in extra space!

 

" I recently had a custom murphy bed installed and what a difference it made in giving me extra space

in my smaller room. When the bed is up it gives me a lot of floor space which is helpful and the crew

was very easy to work with. Very happy with the end result." - Molly G.

VIEW ALL OF OUR DESIGNS
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
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